Convective motions in the solar photosphere produce line asymmetries that are traditionally studied using line bisectors observed with very high spectral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio. We study relative line core shifts as a surrogate for bisectors, using the most current laboratory line positions of 298 Fe I lines in the sun's visible ux spectrum and a new technique for determining line position. We show that this technique can be applied at signi cantly lower spectral resolutions and signal-to-noise ratios than has been done using bisectors. These line core shifts show a clear dependence on both line strength and wavelength. The possibility of a dependence on the lower excitation energy is also examined.
Introduction
Our current understanding of stellar atmospheric convection is undergoing signi cant revisions. Traditionally, convection has been described using the phenomenological Mixing Length Treatment (MLT) (B ohm-Vitense 1958) . There have been many revisions and adjustments to MLT, but, in general, the descriptions of convection have remained phenomenological and strongly local. While the MLT can provide the emergent ux from a particular stellar atmospheric model, it gives only limited insight into the physical conditions within the atmosphere. Recently, even the turbulent nature of convection has been questioned (Nordlund et al. 1997 ).
In recent years, the advent of high resolution, high signal-to-noise ratio spectroscopy has opened new opportunities to observe closely the conditions in stellar atmospheres. Helioseismology, and the potential for asteroseismology, provides the additional opportunity to probe beneath the outermost surfaces of stars. Theoretical and empirical models have kept pace with the observations to provide a much more detailed understanding of the physical processes and structures within and below the atmospheres (Nordlund 1982 , Freytag et al. 1996 . Convection and surface granulation have been simulated numerically in su cient detail to make the de ciencies of MLT manifest.
In response to the obvious need for better representations of convection, many new treatments have emerged. Some, such as the work of Canuto & Mazzitelli (1991 , 1992 , retain the local nature of MLT, while others, such as the simulations of Nordlund and Stein (Nordlund 1982 , Stein & Nordlund 1989 , rely almost entirely on the fundamental input physics to compute the hydrodynamical simulations (although non-physical viscosity is used in the anelastic approximation). The detailed simulations completely reverse how convection within the atmosphere is understood. Instead of the motions being driven by buoyant up-welling material, as in the MLT view, the mass motions are now pictured as { 4 { being driven by down-drafts of cooled, coalescing streams of material, which descend at a rate determined by the cooling at the surface.
To constrain and test these competing models, it is necessary to develop convective diagnostics. Studies of the solar intensity spectrum have shown that line pro le asymmetries are informative signatures (Dravins et al. 1981 ) that are also applicable to the ux spectrum of the sun and stars. The line pro le contains two key kinds of information: velocity and the variation of the line source function with depth. If we avoid scattering lines, the source function re ects the local thermal characteristics of the plasma.
At each point on the stellar surface, hotter rising material (a granule) will contribute a larger ux than the intergranular regions, and this ux will be blue-shifted slightly due to the up-welling velocity. Similarly, the intergranular contribution will be red-shifted, cooler, and fainter because of its smaller area and lower temperature. The net e ect of these contributions, integrated over the surface of the star, is the total asymmetry of the ux line pro le.
Line asymmetries have been quanti ed primarily using bisectors, the locus of points midway between the two sides of the recti ed line pro le at equal levels of intensity. In solar-type stars, the bisectors for stronger lines have full`C' shapes, while weaker lines have shapes that are just the top part of the`C'. A`convection boundary' exists in the HR diagram (Gray & Nagel 1989) , beyond which hotter stars (non-convective) have backwards C'-shaped bisectors. Dravins (1987a) found that reasonable bisector measurements can be made for observations with spectral resolving powers (R = ) greater than 100,000. However, even at this very high resolution, the bisector shape is a ected by the instrumental response until R reaches 200,000. This sensitivity to resolution makes it challenging to de ne accurately the changing slopes of the bisector at R < 100; 000 for a solar-type dwarf star.
Stars that are hotter and more luminous than the sun are less demanding of spectral resolution because of their broader lines.
A second signature of surface convection is the line core shift, usually de ned as the change in the position of the line minimum or the bottom portion of the line with respect to its predicted laboratory position (Nadeau 1988 , Dravins et al. 1981 , Dravins 1987a , Allende Prieto & Garc a L opez 1998 . In the past, these positions have been found by tting polynomials to a wavelength`window' around the line minimum (Allende Prieto & Garc a L opez 1998) or by choosing a point on the bisector close to the line minimum (Dravins et al. 1981 , Dravins et al. 1986 , Dravins 1987a . This proves to be much easier to measure than the bisector because it is a feature of the line core rather than a di erential property of the pro le. As a result, it is possible to measure relative line core shifts with less than ultra-high spectral resolution, which greatly expands their utility.
Previous studies of the Sun and several solar-type stars (Dravins et al. 1981 , Dravins et al. 1986 , Dravins 1987b , Nordlund & Dravins 1990 ) have used both line bisectors and line core shifts for Fe I and Fe II lines. These studies found some similarity in the dependence of the two indicators on line strength, wavelength, and excitation energy, although there were also some discrepancies (Nadeau 1988 , Allende Prieto & Garc a L opez 1998 .
The key point to appreciate is that the line core is the bottom of a line bisector. Because the cores of lines of di erent depths sample di erent atmospheric levels, an ensemble of lines of di erent strengths should recover the convective information contained in high resolution line bisectors, with much less observational e ort, as shown in Figure 1 . We are not attempting to determine the`true' velocity of the whole line or of the star, but to use the positions of the cores of many lines to reconstruct the line bisector.
However, there is a price to be paid for this easier measurement: accurate laboratory wavelengths are essential. Fortunately, recently measured laboratory positions have improved the accuracy to better than 150 ms ?1 for Fe I (Nave et al. 1994) . This is the ion of choice for this type of study because it is dominated by a single isotope (56), it is relatively una ected by hyper ne splitting (because it has an equal number of protons and neutrons), and its large mass diminishes thermal broadening.
Another complication is the sensitivity of the line core to noise. A line's signal is always lowest in the core, enhancing the impact of all sources of noise. In addition, the core has the shallowest slope of the line. The velocity shift produces the smallest signal of any place in the pro le, making it vulnerable to photometric errors. Therefore, it is necessary to use points up the line pro le that have larger slopes (see Figure 2) . However, if the points used to de ne the core position come from too high up the sides of the line pro le, where the line is most sensitive to velocity shifts, then there is the danger of deriving some measure of the line's velocity intergrated over a large vertical span of the atmosphere. The challenge is to nd a technique that achieves both isolation of the core and is responsive to small velocity shifts.
As stated earlier, line core shifts can be measured reliably at lower spectral resolution than line bisectors, a potentially signi cant advantage. Therefore, another major goal of this paper is to explore how varying spectral resolution a ects the information about convection present in line core shifts of Fe I in the solar spectrum. For both of these goals, we take advantage of recent laboratory results (Nave et al. 1994) , which are superior to the data used previously.
A further complication in using line core shifts is the speci cation of the velocity zero point in the rest frame of the star. Stellar radial velocities are typically determined by using as much of the spectrum as possible, and the current state of the art can detect velocity variations of < 10 ms ?1 (Butler et al. 1996) . However, these radial velocities are entangled with the surface velocity elds and are not absolute in nature. The Sun is the only star Fig. 2 .| The core of a line pro le illustrating the method used to determine the observed line-core position. The lowest non-minimum point from each side of the line pro le is used to identify a particular level. The interpolated point from the opposite side of the pro le, found from a cubic spline, is used to determine the line bisector for that level. The average of the two bisectors de nes the line position.
with both a precise and an accurate absolute radial velocity, based on orbital dynamics. However, the Sun can be used as a ducial point for stellar observations to achieve precise relative line core shift distributions of di erent lines, even though the absolute stellar radial velocity is unknown. By concentrating on the behavior of the distributions of the relative stellar line core shifts, the absolute radial velocity zero point is irrelevant. To achieve this, the Sun's ux spectrum must be used, although this introduces e ects due to limb-darkening and rotational broadening.
Methodology

Solar Flux Spectrum
This study is based on the Solar Flux Atlas 1 (Kurucz et al. 1984) , which was observed with the Fourier Transform Spectrometer at the McMath Solar Telescope at KPNO. The Atlas covers the spectrum from 296 to 1300 nm with a resolving power that varies from 348,000 to 522,000 and with S/N ranging from 2900 to 9000. The wavelength calibration is based on the O 2 line at 688.38335 nm, and the conversion to air wavelengths was done using the formula of Edl en (1966) . Scans without the O 2 line were calibrated using clean solar lines from the scan overlap regions. The maximum velocity error for the ultraviolet spectral regions in the Atlas, farthest from the calibrating O 2 line, was estimated by Kurucz et al. as 100 ms ?1 . Due to the linear nature of FTS observations, this error estimate also applies as an upper limit to the other scans extending through the remainder of the Atlas. Allende Prieto et al. (1998) also used the same Atlas and found that its wavelength calibration in the visible was consistent with the stated uncertainty. { 10 {
The Determination of Line Positions
The goal here is to determine the positions of the cores of individual spectral lines, not the bulk velocity of the star. Therefore, di erent techniques must be used than those that are appropriate for, say, searches for extrasolar planets. Also, one of the primary purposes of this study is to use the solar spectrum to develop methods that can be applied to the study of other stars. Therefore, the technique used to nd core line-shifts must be as independent of the instrument as possible and designed to minimize its sensitivity to di erences in resolutions and rotation.
The most obvious measure of line position, the line minimum, is not suitable because it is excessively sensitive to noise. Noise also a ects tting a parabola or a higher order polynomial to the lowest three or ve points in the line pro le, and this method is also very sensitive to spectral resolution (see Analysis). While tting polynomials to the region around the line minimum has proven to be e ective at high resolution (Allende Prieto & Garc a L opez 1998), lower resolutions do not provide enough points along the bottom portions of the line pro le to provide an accurate t, even if the tting window is expanded.
Line bisectors o er an alternative way to de ne line positions in general, and core positions in particular. Traditionally, the shapes and amplitudes of bisectors, determined with R 100; 000 and high S/N, have been used to probe convection. However, line bisectors can be determined at much lower resolutions. Although the shape and curvature of the bisectors are extremely fragile, being very sensitive to noise, it is possible to use these low resolution bisectors to determine the shift of di erent levels within the line, and this method can be applied at various resolutions. Past studies (Dravins et al. 1981 , Dravins et al. 1986 ) used a point on the bisector of the pro le that is 7% above the line minimum. Unfortunately this approach requires interpolations and the use of high resolving powers (see Analysis).
We tested many di erent methods of determining the line core position, and the most satisfactory method is illustrated in Figure 2 . To begin, the core of the line pro le was t with a cubic spline interpolation. Next, the two lowest non-minima points were used to identify two levels in the pro le, and the bisector at each level was determined using the original point on one side of the pro le and the interpolated point at the same level on the opposite side. The position of the line core is de ned to be the average of the two bisector positions. For high spectral resolution, the two points are very close to the bottom of the line, and are not greatly sensitive to the slope of the bisector. At lower resolutions, the slope of the bisector does come into consideration (see Analysis). The two lowest non-minima points are used (instead of the second and third lowest points), because, on occasion, some line pro les have two minima. The use of any one of these points was found to corrupt the line position substantially. Using the observed line minimum itself was found to introduce an anomalous hook to the bottom of the bisector (relative to its nearest observed neighboring points in intensity) due to the discrete sampling across the pro le. At high resolutions these points are very close to the bottom of the line, and are sensitive to noise. However, the data source used here is of su cient S/N (2900 to 9000) that these noise e ects are minimal. At lower resolutions, the points sample higher up the sides of the line pro le, where the slope of the pro le is steeper, and thus are less sensitive to noise.
With the observed line center determined, the line-shift of the core is found by comparison with the laboratory wavelength. For Fe I, there is a set of lines with highly precise laboratory positions, far superior to any previous results (Nave et al. 1994 ). In the visible, all the lines have stated absolute positional uncertainties of < 0:02cm ?1 (Nave 1999) , or better than 300 ms ?1 at 500 nm. A large majority (79%) of the lines used here have laboratory uncertainties < 0:005cm ?1 , or better than 60 ms ?1 at 500 nm. Starting with this line set, apparent blends were identi ed by visual inspection of the solar spectrum and rejected from further use. Additional lines that were suspected as potential blends { 12 { (based on the line pro le or an anomalous line-shift) were checked using a synthetic solar ux spectrum generated using the Atlas 9 suite of programs (Kurucz & Avrett 1982) . This set had 122 lines in common with the more stringently de ned set of Rutten and van der Zalm (1984) . Line-shifts were then calculated using: v = c( ? lab )= lab ? 636;
( 1) where is the solar line position, lab is the laboratory position and 636 ms ?1 is the gravitational red-shift of the Sun.
In previous work (Dravins et al. 1981 , Gray & Toner 1985 , Dravins et al. 1986 ) mean line bisectors were computed for di erent classes of lines. The shapes of these bisectors give information on the overall behavior of the line pro les in each line class, which provides a way of determining functional dependences, analogous to the use of line core shifts. To be consistent with previous studies, we determined mean line bisectors by averaging all the points from a set of bisectors that fell within a particular line-depth bin. The size of the bins can be set based upon the resolving power. When a small set of bisectors was examined, it was found that the mean bisector could be extremely sensitive to any outliers of the set. To compensate for this, we also investigated median-bisectors. Instead of averaging all the points from the set of bisectors that fell within a given line-depth bin, the median of these points was found. The median bisectors tend to follow the mean bisectors in shape, but without any aberrant jumps or`noise' from the unusual members, and the median bisector comes much closer to resembling the`typical' bisector for that sample. This eliminates the need for the use of smoothing over the mean bisector. The relationship between mean and median bisectors will be more thoroughly investigated in a future paper.
To test empirically the dependence of the line core position on spectral resolution, the Solar Flux Atlas was rebinned to a variety of lower resolutions using the IDL routine REBIN, which uses neighborhood averaging for compression. Once the Atlas was rebinned { 13 { to a lower resolution, the analysis was repeated. A second empirical test was how noise a ected the method. Noise was added to the Atlas by generating a set of random numbers for the Atlas uxes with an average of zero and a standard deviation set to the S/N level desired, and the analysis was repeated.
Errors
The original observations of the solar spectrum have a stated precision of < 100 ms ?1 (Kurucz et al. 1984) for any particular point on the FTS scans. The absolute positions of the Fe I lines have uncertainty estimates that depend on the signal-to-noise ratio of the features, on calibration errors and on possible pressure shifts (Nave et al. 1994) . The combination of these sources of uncertainty (from both Kurucz et al. (1984) and Nave et al. (1994) ) give a formal estimate of the observational error. It was found that 79% of the sample had upper limit error estimates of <125 ms ?1 , and only 5% had estimates of >300 ms ?1 . The mean upper limit on the uncertainty was 135 ms ?1 with a standard deviation of 61 ms ?1 and a median of 113 ms ?1 . These errors are estimates only of the upper limits for individual points. The true errors appear to be smaller than the formal errors, as judged from the smooth curves shown in Figures 5a and 5b .
Repeating the analysis with the Solar Flux Atlas rebinned to lower resolution showed that the main e ect was to increase the scatter of the line core positions. For example, using the R = 75; 000 data set gave a mean shift in line position of only 60 ms ?1 . Only 50% of the line positions were shifted by 50 ms ?1 , and only 18% were changed by 100 ms ?1 . There were, however, systematic changes in the line positions, which are discussed more completely in Section 3.2.
3. Analysis 3.1. Line-shifts A total of 298 Fe I lines, spanning 430{700 nm in the solar ux spectrum, were selected for study based on the criteria outlined earlier. Previous studies of line core shifts (Dravins et al. 1981 , Dravins et al. 1986 ) have found strong dependences on line strength and on wavelength region, and a weaker dependence upon excitation potential.
The study by Dravins et al. (1981) used 311 Fe I lines, selected from the best laboratory line list then available, Crosswhite (1975) , and central intensity spectra from the Solar Atlas of Pierce and Breckinridge (1973) . Since this time, the advent of both digital technologies and the use of Fourier Transform Spectrometers have greatly improved the available Solar atlases, in both signal to noise and in wavelength calibration. As was mentioned previously, the laboratory line positions of Nave et al. (1994) have very small absolute uncertainties in the visible.
Here we employ an ensemble approach, using as large a sample of lines as possible to make the information more reliable, to determine dependences of the core line-shifts on line strength, wavelength, and excitation potential spanning the widest possible range of values. This approach reveals unusual features and gives a better visualization of the dependencies on the di erent parameters. It also avoids individual features, which can be aberrant and have very low information content.
To analyze properly the dependence on a given parameter, the lines have been binned in line depth, in wavelength and in excitation energy. By isolating each parameter as much as possible, real trends in the distributions of the line-shifts can be seen without being masked by confusion between the parameters. Plotting line-shift as a function of the excitation energy of the lower level ( Figure  3) , we see that lines with larger excitation energies tend to have more negative line core shifts. This is consistent with an earlier study of Fe I in the visible (Dravins et al. 1981) . However, this apparent dependence neglects the in uence of line strength. When we bin by line strength and by wavelength, the line-shifts do not have a strong dependence upon excitation potential (Figure 4) . Obviously, for a particular strength bin over a particular wavelength region, the excitation potential can be very`clumpy' and does not cover a wide range of values. Also, many of these subsets are small in number, and thus may not be truly indicative of any trends. However, several of the subsets do span a wide range in excitation potential, and these show little or no dependence of the line core shifts upon potential. The apparent dependence observed in Figure 3 seems to result from the uneven distribution of line depth with respect to the excitation potential. Figures 4(a)-(d) show that the shallower lines tend to have higher excitation potentials, so the dependence seen in Figure 3 is actually re ecting the sensitivity to line depth (see next Section). Therefore, we conclude the dependence on excitation potential is negligible, and we concentrate on wavelength and line strength dependencies. While this does not completely exclude a dependence on excitation potentials, a proper investigation of this will require larger subsets and perhaps a greater range in potential (i.e. across species).
Empirical Dependence on Line-depth
Line-shifts show a strong dependence on the strength of the line, as expressed by the line depth ( Figure 5 ). The deepest lines have the smallest shifts and the shallowest lines the greatest, although the shallower lines also have the largest scatter. Note that the shapes shown in Figure 5a are essentially the traditional`C' bisector shapes for strong lines, rotated (d) demonstrate that when the dependence on wavelength and line depth are separated, much of the apparent dependence of the line-shifts on excitation energy is removed. There appears to be a large scatter in velocity for any depth/wavelength bin at a particular energy value. All of the di erent subsets which extend over most of the energy range are easily t with a line of zero slope.
counterclockwise by 90 . This is shown in part (b) of the gure, in which the distribution for the lines in the 500 -600 nm region is over-plotted with the median bisector for this same set of lines. This median bisector covers all the lines in the wavelength bin, both weak and strong. Because this bisector is a composite, the`top' portion of the bisector re ects contributions from both weak and strong lines, whereas the`bottom portion' re ects only the strongest lines. The error bars in Figure 5 (b) represent the standard deviation for each bin in the median bisector. The bins of the bisector near the pseudo-continuum contain errors from several sources. Both weak and strong lines contribute to these bins, and these two sets of lines behave di erently (Figure 7) . Second, the wings of lines have shallow slopes, which makes them more vulnerable to photometric errors. Third, strong lines have extended wings, which makes them sensitive to distant blends. These e ects combine to give the very large standard deviations to the bisectors for these bins. This explains why the median bisector deviates from the distribution near the weaker lines. In this respect, the use of line core positions produces a cleaner representation of the convective motions at the deepest atmospheric levels. This depth dependence results from the deeper lines forming higher in the photosphere, where convective velocities are decelerated ballistically and where the temperature di erence, and hence the contrast, between the granules and intergranular lanes is smaller. The contributions from the granules and intergranule regions are more balanced in the line core. The recovery of the bisector`C' shape, shown in Figure 5 , achieves one of the major goals of this paper; the method developed here using line core shifts contains the information present in the traditional line bisectors.
To separate the dependence on line depths from the dependence on wavelength, we have grouped the lines into several wavelength bins. We still see a strong dependence of the line core shifts on line depth that is consistent with the total ensemble of lines. However, The degree of the dependence of the line-shifts on line depth is clearly seen. The wavelength dependence can also be seen in this distribution, and most of the scatter at a particular depth is due to the overlapping wavelength distributions. Part (b) replots the wavelength bin from 500 -600 nm, together with a traditional median line bisector derived from the same lines, rotated counterclockwise by 90 , to illustrate that the line core shifts provide essentially the same information as the bisectors. The standard deviation for each bin of the we also nd that in each wavelength bin, the depth/velocity distribution is o set, with the redder lines having smaller line core shifts for a particular line depth, although the distributions all have similar shapes. Much of the scatter for a particular line depth in the overall distribution is due to this`overlap' of the di erent wavelengths. The shallower lines tend to have less of an o set from their counterparts at di erent wavelengths than the deeper lines. Polynomial ts were applied to the data bins, and it was found that the parabolic ts were optimal. Fitting parabolas to the di erent sets of data, we nd that the blue distribution has a` atter' shape than the red. The di erence in shape between the red and blue subsets may re ect the e ects of limb darkening on the observed line shifts. However, the di erence is not great, and it would be premature to draw any conclusions at this point. A comparison with the central intensity observations and a study involving a longer wavelength baseline may resolve this issue.
Empirical Dependence on Wavelength
Previous studies of the dependence of convective line core shifts on wavelength have reached con icting conclusions. Dravins et al. (1981) found that there is a dependence upon wavelength for bins of a particular depth. However, later studies (Nadeau 1988 , Allende Prieto & Garc a L opez 1998 
contradict this nding.
This con ict is resolved by recognizing that there is a signi cant dependence on line depth that must be isolated; lines of shorter wavelengths tend to be deeper than longer wavelength lines. If the interplay between the depth and the wavelength dependences is ignored, the distribution of line core shifts appears to be uncorrelated with wavelength ( Figure 6a ). In fact, the bluer lines are blue-shifted more, but this is countered by the bluer lines also being deeper, and deeper lines tend to have smaller shifts, as described above. To separate the two dependences, we consider lines over speci c depth ranges. The Only the shallowest line group deviates from this, but this bin is the smallest sample by a factor of four, has the smallest wavelength span and has the lines that are the most susceptible to undetected blends. robust linear t to each depth bin in Figure 6b shows clearly that the line-shift of deeper lines is a steep function of wavelength. Shallower lines show much less of a dependence on wavelength, but this is clouded by the absence of the shallowest lines below 500 nm and by the small sample size, smaller than the others by a factor of four. Table 1 outlines the characteristics for each bin in depth and wavelength.
Bisectors
Median and mean bisectors were calculated for all the Fe I lines in the sample using the groupings shown in Table 1 . The bisectors behave consistently with the line core shifts. The median bisectors for the di erent depth bins all have very similar shapes and o sets similar to those observed previously (Dravins et al. 1981) . Figure 7 displays the median bisectors for the di erent depth bins. The error bars are the standard deviation for each depth bin of the bisector for medium strength lines. The size of the standard deviations for these bins increases as the pseudo-continuum is approached. This re ects the error sources discussed in earlier in section 3.1.2. Similar results are seen when the wavelength dependences are considered.
Spectral Resolution E ects
As was mentioned earlier, Dravins (1987a) has shown that using lower resolving powers seriously distorts the line bisector shapes, decreasing their usefulness substantially. Because there are fewer observed points across a line, much of the information present in the shape of the bisector is eliminated, especially in the middle section of the pro le.
In contrast, line core shifts are much less sensitive to the e ects of resolution. As Dravins et al. (1981) . Note that the median bisectors for the weaker lines are at larger blueshifts at a given depth then their stronger counterparts. This re ects the uneven distribution of line strengths over the wavelength regions. The error bars measure the standard deviation for each bin of the medium strength bisector (0:5 < Depth < 0:3) and have been plotted to one side for clarity. The larger for the top bins of the bisector are due to variations in the wings of the lines used.
{ 24 { of 52,000, the trend of velocity with line depth is still unmistakable, albeit the distribution is attened. This attening occurs because the points used to de ne the position of the line core from the bisector come from higher up the sides of the pro le when lower resolutions are used. Thus, the line-shift follows the original shape of the bisector. Deeper lines have a larger blue-shift at lower resolutions because they are sampling the bottom part of the bisector shape, while shallower lines behave in the opposite sense because they sample the upper part of the bisector. At the lower resolutions the presence of noise (at levels of S/N of 100 and 200) leaves the deeper lines largely una ected. The average behavior of the shallower lines is also largely una ected, although the scatter is much larger than for the low-noise samples. When noise was added to the original atlas data, the shape of the distribution remained unchanged, however as Figure 8(d) demonstrates, the scatter within each bin increases substantially. This re ects the sensitivity of the very bottom of the line core to noise (see Section 2.2). The lower resolution data sets display smaller degrees of scatter when the signal to noise is lowered. At lower resolutions, the line position is determined by using points slightly higher up on the line pro le, which is less sensitive to noise.
The curves in Figure 8 for the di erent resolution samples all have very similar shapes, di ering only by a translation. This can be seen by plotting the slopes, obtained from a least squares linear t done for each line depth distribution, against their corresponding resolving powers (Figure 9 ). Examining Figure 9 , we reach two important conclusions. First, the information content in the line core shifts converges to the full information present well before the highest spectral resolution is reached; the slope of the distribution at R = 200; 000 is almost the same as the slope at the full resolving power of > 500; 000. Second, there is a simple, nearly linear relationship between the slopes at lower resolving power and the slope at R = 200; 000. This result, together with the rst one, shows that there is a reliable way to correct lower resolution observations to be equivalent to the Spectral resolution also a ects the dependence of line-shift on wavelength, for each of the line depth bins, in nearly the same way as for the velocity/line depth dependence shown earlier in Figure 8 . Figure 10 shows that the least squares linear t to the individual depth bins attens at shorter wavelengths in comparison to our original data set. The e ect of reducing the resolving power is to` ll in' the lines. With fewer points across a line, there is less likelihood of sampling the actual bottom of the pro le. This is particularly true for deeper lines because of the steeper sides of the pro le. However, a wavelength dependence is still present that is similar to the original distribution. As expected, the major exception occurs for the shallowest lines. However, this is the smallest subset, with much greater scatter than any of the other subsets.
Previous methods used to de ne line core positions have been largely resolution speci c. Allende Prieto and Garc a L opez (1998) used a 55 m A`window' around the bottom of each line and then t the points in the window with a fourth order polynomial. At the original resolving power of 500,000, there is no signi cant di erence between the core line-shifts determined by our two-point method and that of Allende Prieto (Figure 11(a) ). However, as lower resolutions are used, the`window' method quickly becomes ine ective. For the R = 100; 000 dataset, this technique could be used only if the window were expanded to 75 m A, and then it would only encompass 3-4 data points. When we degraded the resolution to R = 75; 000, the two-point method had the smallest scatter and was the method that came closest to reproducing the original distribution. As Figure 11 shows clearly, when the polynomial tting techniques are used, the scatter almost completely overwhelms any possible shape to the depth dependence for the line-shifts. Dravins et al. (1981) de ned the line position as the point on the bisector 7% above the line minimum. Again, this is a technique that is resolution speci c. While the two-point A third alternative (Irwin 1998) involves tting a cubic spline to the bottom portion of the line. This method works very well at high resolving powers, but at lower resolutions has a slightly higher scatter than the two-point method. Again, the scatter comes from there being too few points near the bottom of the line for the interpolation. This method is also more sensitive to noise e ects on the line minimum, which can greatly skew the spline interpolation.
Conclusions
Line core shifts, derived using accurate laboratory positions (Nave et al. 1994 ) have been shown to be an e ective technique to study convective motions in the Sun's atmosphere at moderate to high resolving powers. A set of lines with a wide range of line depths samples a wide range of levels in the stellar atmosphere, just as the bisector of a line pro le does. At a given depth in the line pro le, the asymmetry of the bisector re ects the velocity characteristics of the particular level in the stellar atmosphere where that part of the line forms. In the same way, the position of the cores of a set of lines spanning the full range of line depths will sample the vertical velocity structure of the stellar atmosphere.
Unlike line bisectors, it is not necessary to use ultra-high resolving power and signal-to-noise ratio. We have shown that it is possible to gather information on the velocity Fig. 11 .| At the original resolution there is no greatly discernible di erence in the velocities found using the two point bisector technique and the more traditional techniques of tting a fourth order polynomial to the bottom of the line features, or using the technique employed by Dravins et al. (1981) (part a). However, as lower resolutions are used, the other techniques display more scatter than the two point bisector technique. This can be seen when the techniques are compared at the relatively high resolving power of 100,000 (parts(b)-(d)). At lower resolutions, the two point bisector method still provides information consistent with ultra-high resolution results (part(d)), while the other tting methods have much greater scatter. At lower resolutions, the tting window for the polynomial technique has to be increased in size and the order of the polynomials have to be decreased to compensate for the smaller number of points within the window.
{ 31 { distributions for solar lines at resolving powers as low as 52,000. The technique that has been developed is portable and relatively insensitive to noise.
The convective line core shifts show a clear dependence upon both line depth and wavelength, which is consistent with the work of Dravins et al. (1981 Dravins et al. ( ,1986 . However, it is essential to isolate the particular parameters under consideration. In the case of Fe I, the distribution of line depths is not uniform over the wavelength range. The bluer lines tended to be deeper and the dependence of the line shifts on the two parameters canceled out.
The dependence of the line core shifts upon the lower excitation potential is somewhat questionable. This may be due to the small range in excitation potential for a particular line depth bin. A greater range in excitation potential, perhaps over di erent species, may be required to decide this question. This will require highly accurate laboratory wavelengths for other species. The best candidate species would be Fe II because it has a similar atomic structure and is found over the same wavelength region.
An examination of the intensity spectrum of the Sun in the visible and infrared is currently under way. The use of a larger wavelength baseline and more species will allow for a more comprehensive study of these trends and how they correlate with observable parameters. Analyses of other solar type stars in the visible and infrared are also in progress. The use of the Solar Flux Spectra provides a useful ducial sample for studying the relative convective velocity distributions in other stars. By comparing the Solar velocity distribution with those of other stars, the scaling behavior of the line core shifts with both gravity and temperature can be examined.
Previously (Dravins 1987b) , the bisector shapes found for other solar-type stars (most notably Procyon, Cen and Hydri) have been markedly di erent from their solar counterparts. Dravins (1987b Dravins ( , 1990 ) attributes these di erences to scaling e ects in log g and T e . The vertical velocity structure in these types of stars is re ected in the shape of { 32 { their line pro le bisectors. It will be an interesting test to see if the velocity structures are also re ected in the stellar distributions of line core shifts. Note. | The data have been binned by wavelength or by line depth, or by both. The average line core shift velocity, wavelength, depth and their standard deviations are given for each subset and range. The trends mentioned in the text can clearly be seen here. The line-shift is dependent on both line depth and wavelength.
